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Llewellyn's 2010 Witches' Spell-A-Day Almanac
Tap into the magic all around you with Witchcraft, an illustrated guide to ancient
potions, spells, chants, rituals, and incantations from around the world. Learn how to
form a spirit circle with coven members, what instruments you need for your craft,
special conjurations for each day of the week, and hundreds of crafty spells and
potions. With stunning linoleum-cut illustrations by artist Melissa West that bring the
magic of the past to life, this comprehensive compendium is also a delightful pageturner that's full of unexpected treasures. Place it in a sacred place in your
home--and make sure no enemies find it to access its inestimable powers!

Working Class History
This magical introduction to witchcraft features a glossary of witches' terms, a
collection of original spells from a 19th-century book of shadows, an occult alphabet,
festival recipes, astrological lore and much more.

Witches Calendar 2021
AN AUSPICIOUS DEBUT EXAMINING THE CULTURE OF HAIR FROM THE RONA
JAFFE FOUNDATION AWARD-WINNING CARTOONIST Hot Comb offers a poignant
glimpse into Black women’s lives and coming of age stories as seen across a
crowded, ammonia-scented hair salon while ladies gossip and bond over the burn.
The titular story “Hot Comb” is about a young girl’s first perm—a doomed ploy to
look cool and to stop seeming “too white” in the all-black neighborhood her family
has just moved to. In “Virgin Hair” taunts of “tender-headed” sting as much as the
perm itself. It’s a scenario that repeats fifteen years later as an adult when, tired of
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the maintenance, Flowers shaves her head only to be hurled new put-downs. The
story “My Lil Sister Lena” traces the stress resulting from being the only black
player on a white softball team. Her hair is the team curio, an object to touched, a
subject to be discussed and debated at the will of her teammates, leading Lena to
develop an anxiety disorder of pulling her own hair out. Among the series of cultural
touchpoints that make you both laugh and cry, Flowers recreates classic magazine
ads idealizing women’s needs for hair relaxers and product. “Change your hair form
to fit your life form” and “Kinks and Koils Forever” call customers from the page.
Realizations about race, class, and the imperfections of identity swirl through
Flowers’ stories and ads, which are by turns sweet, insightful, and heartbreaking.
Flowers began drawing comics while earning her PhD, and her early mastery of
sequential storytelling is nothing short of sublime. Hot Comb is a propitious display of
talent from a new cartoonist who has already made her mark.

The Almanac 2021
Enrich your magical practice and expand your mind with Llewellyn's 2020 Magical
Almanac. For more than twenty-five years, this almanac has provided useful spells,
rituals, and ideas that inspire all levels of practitioners to improve their connection to
the elements. This year's edition features nearly thirty compelling articles, grouped
by element, on magic and yoga, crystal grids, psychic protection, transportation mojo,
principles of hermeticism, entropic magic, rituals for personal justice, magic in
numbers, pop culture folk saints, and much more.

The Witches' Ointment
With more than two dozen enlightening and inspiring articles that explore modern
Witchcraft topics and magical techniques, Llewellyn's 2021 Witches' Companion is a
must-have for today's practitioners. This collection presents some of the finest
writers and compelling subjects that will empower your life and improve your
community. Deborah Lipp discusses what the fictional witch communicates to the
modern Wiccan. Raven Digitalis shares fascinating techniques for performing magick
using animal parts. Monica Crosson shows you how to heal by seeking beauty in
nature and within the self. Astrea Taylor encourages you to take time for spirit each
morning while Melissa Tipton helps you build positive, magical habits.

Baseball Field Guide
Founded in 1971 by Elizabeth Pepper, the long-time art director of Gourmet
magazine, The Witches’ Almanac is a witty, literate, and sophisticated publication
that appeals to general readers as well as hard-core Wiccans and magicians. On one
level, it is a pop reference that will fascinate anyone interested in folklore,
mythology, and culture, but on another, it is the most sophisticated and wide-ranging
annual guide available today for occultists and mysticism enthusiasts. Modeled after
the Old Farmers’ Almanac, it includes information related to the annual moon
calendar (weather forecasts and horoscopes), as well as legends, rituals, herbal
secrets, mystic incantations, interviews, and many a curious tale of good and evil.
Although it is an annual publication, only about 15 percent of the content is specific to
the date range of each issue. The theme of Issue 38 (Spring 2019 to Spring 2020) is
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Animals: Friends and Familiars. Also included are the following articles: “Beer and
Witches,” “Gargoyles,” “Horseshoes,” “Transgender in the Craft,” and “Coefficient of
Weirdness, Part 3.” New authors include Sorita d’Este, Lon Milo DuQuette, David
Rankine, and Mat Auryn.

The Penguin Book of Witches
The Witches Almanac 50 Year Anniversary
In their follow-up to the popular Wiccapedia and other books in the Modern Witch
series, Shawn Robbins and Leanna Greenaway offer readers an authoritative, indepth guide to crystal magick and spells. They explain how crystal craft works; how
to choose and collect magickal stones; and how to care for, charge, program, and
house your crystals. They provide information on crystal circles, wands, and sabbats,
as well as an A-Z list of the most commonly used crystals and their magical
properties. Spells cover everything from protection, healing, and mindfulness to
blessings and divination. Readers will learn how to incorporate crystals and
gemstones into daily rituals and enhance their lives with healing crystal magick.

Hot Comb
An exploration of the historical origins of the “witches’ ointment” and medieval
hallucinogenic drug practices based on the earliest sources • Details how early
modern theologians demonized psychedelic folk magic into “witches’ ointments” •
Shares dozens of psychoactive formulas and recipes gleaned from rare manuscripts
from university collections all over the world as well as the practices and magical
incantations necessary for their preparation • Examines the practices of medieval
witches like Matteuccia di Francisco, who used hallucinogenic drugs in her love
potions and herbal preparations In the medieval period preparations with
hallucinogenic herbs were part of the practice of veneficium, or poison magic. This
collection of magical arts used poisons, herbs, and rituals to bewitch, heal, prophesy,
infect, and murder. In the form of psyche-magical ointments, poison magic could
trigger powerful hallucinations and surrealistic dreams that enabled direct experience
of the Divine. Smeared on the skin, these entheogenic ointments were said to enable
witches to commune with various local goddesses, bastardized by the Church as trips
to the Sabbat--clandestine meetings with Satan to learn magic and participate in
demonic orgies. Examining trial records and the pharmacopoeia of witches,
alchemists, folk healers, and heretics of the 15th century, Thomas Hatsis details how
a range of ideas from folk drugs to ecclesiastical fears over medicine women merged
to form the classical “witch” stereotype and what history has called the “witches’
ointment.” He shares dozens of psychoactive formulas and recipes gleaned from rare
manuscripts from university collections from all over the world as well as the
practices and magical incantations necessary for their preparation. He explores the
connections between witches’ ointments and spells for shape shifting, spirit travel,
and bewitching magic. He examines the practices of some Renaissance magicians,
who inhaled powerful drugs to communicate with spirits, and of Italian folk-witches,
such as Matteuccia di Francisco, who used hallucinogenic drugs in her love potions
and herbal preparations, and Finicella, who used drug ointments to imagine herself
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transformed into a cat. Exploring the untold history of the witches’ ointment and
medieval hallucinogen use, Hatsis reveals how the Church transformed folk drug
practices, specifically entheogenic ones, into satanic experiences.

Intuitive Witchcraft
Shake off the energy of our frenetic modern-day life and reconnect to the wild magic
of your heart. This book is an immersive guide to creating deep relationships with
faerie folk, green kin, the ancestors, and the spirits of the land. Explore dozens of
meditations and exercises based on Celtic lore that serve as energetic keys for
accessing levels of reality and spiritual destinations that will forever transform your
relationship to the here and now. Learn how to work with animal spirits, the powers
of place, and the tides. Discover the magic of the elements and attune your soul to
the sun, the moon, and the cycles of the seasons. Connecting to nature in a magical
way opens our awareness to a wider deeper source than anything we can
comprehend. Wild Magic is all about sensing subtle energies, starting fires
traditionally, practicing herbal magic, making a divnination kit, and so much more.
This is a book drawn from country wisdom and Celtic tradition, with spells and rituals
designed to channel your own modern wildness for the benefit of all.

Dreaming Techniques
Founded in 1971 by Elizabeth Pepper, the art director of Gourmet magazine for many
years, The Witches' Almanac is a witty, literary publication that appeals to general
readers as well as hard-core Wiccans. At one level, it is a pop reference that will
fascinate anyone interested in folklore, mythology, and culture; but at another, it is
the most sophisticated and wide-ranging annual guide available today for the mystic
enthusiast. Modeled after the Old Farmers' Almanac, it includes information related to
the annual Moon Calendar (weather forecasts and horoscopes), as well as legends,
rituals, herbal secrets, mystic incantations, interviews, and curious tales of good and
evil. Although it is an annual publication, much of the content is both timely and
timeless - non-specific to the date range of each issue. The theme of Issue 40
(Spring 2021-Spring 2022) is "The Sun - Rays of Hope." The following articles are
also included: Mithras: Comrade of the Sun, Savior of Soldiers Tell the Bees
Exploring and Embracing the Fluid Gender and Sexuality of Witch-Gods Krampus And
much more.

Llewellyn's 2021 Moon Sign Book
Add a little magic to each day in 2011. The quick and easy spells in this almanac
make it perfect for beginning spellcasters and busy Witches. Cast a shadow spell,
make a protection charm, scry with a magic mirror--the bewitchments, recipes,
rituals, and meditations in Llewellyn's Witches' Spell-A-Day Almanac help you use
the unique energies of each day and season to gain skill in your Craft and enhance
your life. For your convenience, the 365 spells are cross-referenced by purpose:
love, health, money, protection, home and garden, travel, and communication. This
handy spellbook features space for notes and a wealth of spell-crafting essentials so
you can create your own spells. Planetary influences for each day * The Moon's sign
and phases A glossary of magical terms * Pagan holidays and lore Color and incense
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correspondences for each day Timing tips to add planetary power to your spells The
magical workings in this spellbook were composed by many of your favorite Witches
and writers: Chandra Alexandre, Elizabeth Barrette, Castiel, Dallas Jennifer Cobb,
Raven Digitalis, Ellen Dugan, Abel R. Gomez, Ember Grant, James Kambos, Sharynne
MacLeod NicMhacha, Paniteowl, Susan Pesznecker, Diana Rajchel, Laurel Reufner,
and Tess Whitehurst. ~ 10th Year of Publication! ~

The Apprentice Witch's Spell Book
For use in schools and libraries only. A clear, comprehensive, and visual guide to the
rules of baseball.

Coloring Book of Shadows
Offers enchantments for each day of the year, along with rituals, recipes, and
meditations for each season of the year.

The New Encyclopedia of the Occult
The Witch’s Herbal Apothecary is a magickal book of recipes, rituals, and materia
medica for reconnecting with the power and healing of Earth Magick. Author Marysia
Miernowska is the Director of one of California’s most renowned herbal schools and
named one of the “top 15 witches on Instagram” (@marysia_miernowska) by
Huffington Post. Mother Earth is a living entity that holds great medicine to heal us
physically and spiritually. However, in today's modern world, too many of us are
separated from this source of nourishment. Using the wheel of the year as a
framework, you'll begin to understand the currents of nature and how to weave
yourself back into this great web of life. Using the plants, seasons, and cycles as
your tools, you will be able to tap into the potent Earth Magick of life, death, renewal
and rebirth. You will learn ways of growing medicine, harvesting from the wild or
home garden, processing plants, and making remedies—all in harmony with the
seasons. Each season opens a portal of magick that allows you to harvest the literal
and spiritual gifts the Earth is offering at that time. The Witch's Herbal Apothecary
will awaken the Witch inherent in every wild soul and guide her into an empowered
relationship of healing and magick with the natural world.

Buckland's Book of Spirit Communications
Founded in 1971 by Elizabeth Pepper, the art director of Gourmet magazine for many
years, The Witches’ Almanac is a witty, literate, and sophisticated publication that
appeals to general reads as well as hard-core Wiccans. At one level, it is a pop
reference that will fascinate anyone interested in folklore, mythology and culture, but
at another, it is the most sophisticated and wide-ranging annual guide available today
for the mystic enthusiast. Modeled after the Old Farmers’ Almanac, it includes
information related to the annual Moon Calendar (weather forecasts and horoscopes),
as well as legends, rituals, herbal secrets, mystic incantations, interviews and many a
curious tale of good and evil. Although it is an annual publication, much of the content
is both current and timeless - not specific to the date range of each issue. The theme
of Issue 39 (Spring 2020 – Spring 2021) is Stones – the Foundation of Earth. Also
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included are articles on: Celestial Powers: Lightning Gods, Bolts from the Blue;
Gargoyles; How to work with the Spirits of the Land; The Art of Embodying
Godforms in Ritual; Holey Stones; Borges Beasts and much more.

Llewellyn's 2020 Sabbats Almanac
100 Dogs Who Made a Difference If you don’t believe that one dog has the power to
alter civilization, then you’ve obviously never heard of Peritas (p. 166), the dog who
saved Alexander the Great from being trampled by an elephant. Or Biche (p. 57), the
Italian Greyhound who started a war between France and Russia. Or Urian (p. 74),
the dog who bit Pope Clement VII and finalized England’s break with the Catholic
church. Or Peps and Fips (p. 96), the dogs who helped Richard Wagner compose his
operas. These are just five of the 100 Dogs Who Changed Civilization, and this book
honors their extraordinary contributions to science, history, art, government,
religion, and more. You’ll meet a dog who ran for president of France (p. 79) and a
dog who saved a movie studio (p. 115). You’ll meet dogs who have inspired great
works of literature (p. 92) and who were awarded medals for their wartime service
(p. 158). You’ll even meet a dog who became a real-estate mogul (p. 141). These
beautifully illustrated true stories are a tribute to the intelligence, bravery, and loving
nature of dogs all over the world.

Llewellyn's 2020 Magical Almanac
Bring more magic and enjoyment into the eight Wiccan holidays with this practical
almanac's fun and fresh ideas for rituals, rites, recipes, and crafts. Featuring some of
the best writers in the Witch and Pagan community, Llewellyn's 2021 Sabbats
Almanac shares articles that provide new perspectives on each sabbat, complete with
hands-on rituals and activities to help deepen your practice and sense of the sacred.
Discover different types of flowers for Litha and what they attract to your life.
Explore toasting rituals for Mabon from around the world. Learn how to reach your
full potential with powerful Yule traditions. Make a wide variety of sabbat treats, from
pumpkin pie to mimosas and milkshakes. With this almanac's impressive collection of
articles, crafts, and spells, your year will be filled with amazing celebrations and
wonderful memories.

The Witches' Almanac: Issue 38, Spring 2019 to Spring 2020
Harness the transformative power of night dreams, half-awake dreams, and
daydreams for healing, manifestation, and insight • Examines the types of dreams
we have and how to remember and interpret them • Offers techniques for using
night dreams and liminal dreams to improve our health and well-being and for
manifesting our dreams in reality • Provides techniques for using daydreams for
healing, insight, and creativity • Explains how dream techniques can be used to
influence the behavior of people, things, and nature in the waking world Dreams can
change our lives in profound and tangible ways. In this guide to mastering the art of
dreaming, Serge Kahili King, Ph.D., explores techniques to harness the power of
dreams for healing, transformation, and changing your experience of reality. Drawing
on his analysis of more than 5,000 of his own dreams as well as those of students
and clients from his almost 50 years of clinical work, King examines the types of
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night dreams we have, how to remember them better, how to make use of them to
improve our health and well-being, and how to interpret them. He explores how
dreams are understood in neuroscience and psychology, in Native American and
Aboriginal cultures, in indigenous Senoi dream theory, and in India, Tibet, Hawaii, and
Africa as well as ancient Egypt, Greece, and China. He examines the power of liminal
dreams--those experienced in the half-awake state before or after sleep--for
manifestation and self-understanding. He offers techniques for enhancing the dream
experience for both night dreams and liminal dreams, along with practical methods to
induce lucid (conscious) dreaming and to create healing thoughtforms. King then
explores daydreams in depth, including fantasy, guided imagery, meditation, visions,
and remote viewing and provides techniques for using daydreams for healing, insight,
and creativity. He divides daydreaming into two categories, defining “active
daydreaming” as the scripted dream in which you envision a goal happening and
“passive daydreaming” as allowing ideas and memories to arise spontaneously from
the depths of the mind. Reflecting on how dreamlike our daily experience is, King
shows that each of us can use dreams as tools for seeing the world differently and
influencing the behavior of people, things, and nature.

Witches' All
Modern witches are having a powerful moment. The Apprentice Witch’s Spellbook
provides the most accessible collection of spells and charms for powerful women to
embrace this moment Modern witches are having a moment. Far from the image of
pointy hats huddled over a cauldron, today's witches are strong, powerful young
women who are standing up for themselves and womankind. The millennial witchcraft
movement is focused on feminism, political engagement, and empowerment. This
collection of more than 40 spells and magic charms, written by experienced
witchcraft author Marian Green, is designed to encourage readers to embrace
elemental magic, the power of the planets, the magic of time, kitchen witching, and
dream weaving to attract magic forces. • Contains three super potent “Emergency
Use Only” spells printed on sealed pages—only for the most powerful of amateur
witches.

The Prince of Egypt
Founded in 1971, The Witches’ Almanac is a witty, literate, and sophisticated
publication that appeals to general readers as well as hard-core Wiccans. At one
level, it is a pop reference that will fascinate anyone interested in folklore,
mythology, and culture; at another, it is the most sophisticated and wide-ranging
annual guide available today for the mystic enthusiast. Modeled after the Old
Farmers’ Almanac, it includes information related to the annual moon calendar
(weather forecasts and horoscopes), as well as legends, rituals, herbal secrets,
mystic incantations, interviews, and many a curious tale of good and evil. Although it
is an annual publication, its subject matter is timeless—only about 15 percent of the
content is specific to the date range of each issue. The theme of Issue 37 (Spring
2018–Spring 2019) is the magic of plants. Also included are the following articles:
“Sigil Witchery,” “The Witch of Hadley,” “SeerStones,” “Astrological Plant
Remedies,” “Pomba Gira,” “Coffin Ring,” and “Coefficient of Weirdness, Part 2.”
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The Witches' Almanac, Standard Edition: Issue 39, Spring 2020 to Spring
2021
Practical Witch's Almanac 2020
Recounts the Biblical story of Moses.

Traditional Witchcraft
The Crystal Witch
Follow Your Heart and Spirit as You Build Your Witchcraft and Intuition Skills
Together Featuring extensive exercises, examples, and rituals, this amazing book
reveals how to embrace the wisdom of your inner voice as you explore the endless
possibilities of witchcraft. With Astrea Taylor's guidance, you can unlock your
intuitive magical potential and celebrate the truth of who you are. Intuitive Witchcraft
also offers insights from some of the best writers, thinkers, and leaders in their
fields, helping you become your most empowered self. Discover how to work with
energy, interact with deities and spirits, and create a personal practice that fits your
beliefs and lifestyles. Learn to face your shadow side, make the mundane magical,
use divination tools, and much more. Whether you're a beginner or advanced
practitioner, this incredible book illuminates the path to manifesting your greatest
desires in an intuitive way.

Witchcraft
'Indispensable' - Sir Bob Geldof The perfect toolkit for connecting with the world
around us and the year ahead as it unfolds - all in a compact and pocket size that just
begs you to pick it up and browse. The Almanac: A Seasonal Guide to 2021 reinvents
the tradition of the rural almanac for a new audience. It gives you the tools and
inspiration you need to celebrate, mark and appreciate each month of the year in your
own particular way. Divided into the 12 months, a set of tables each month gives it
the feel and weight of a traditional almanac, providing practical information that gives
access to the outdoors and the seasons, perfect for expeditions, meteor-spotting
nights and beach holidays. There are also features on each month's unique nature,
such as migrations and pilgrimages, folklore and stories, seasonal recipes and charts
tracking moon phases and tides. You will find yourself referring to the Almanac all
year long, revisiting it again and again, and looking forward to the next edition as the
year draws to a close. PRAISE FOR THE ALMANAC: A SEASONAL GUIDE: 'The
perfect companion to the seasons' - India Knight 'This book is your bible' - the
Independent 'An ideal stocking filler' - The English Garden 'I love this gem of a book'
- Cerys Matthews

Llewellyn's 2021 Sabbats Almanac
History is not made by kings, politicians, or a few rich individuals—it is made by all of
us. From the temples of ancient Egypt to spacecraft orbiting Earth, workers and
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ordinary people everywhere have walked out, sat down, risen up, and fought back
against exploitation, discrimination, colonization, and oppression. Working Class
History presents a distinct selection of people's history through hundreds of "on this
day in history" anniversaries that are as diverse and international as the working
class itself. Women, young people, people of color, workers, migrants, indigenous
people, LGBTQ people, disabled people, older people, the unemployed, home
workers, and every other part of the working class have organized and taken action
that has shaped our world, and improvements in living and working conditions have
been won only by years of violent conflict and sacrifice. These everyday acts of
resistance and rebellion highlight just some of those who have struggled for a better
world and provide lessons and inspiration for those of us fighting in the present.
Going day by day, this book paints a picture of how and why the world came to be as
it is, how some have tried to change it, and the lengths to which the rich and powerful
have gone to maintain and increase their wealth and influence.

Llewellyn's 2021 Witches' Companion
Llewellyn's 2021 Witches' Companion
Footnotes on the Zen path.

Llewellyn's 2021 Magical Almanac
** Premium 70# Paper Hardback Version** NEW COVER -- ORIGINALLY
PUBLISHED OCT. 2016 Have You Always Known You Were Magic? A "Book of
Shadows" is a journal to record your path of magic. If you seek it, magic will unfold
before you in fantastic ways. All you have to do is take the first curious steps and
follow where it leads. Let your journey unfold as you color enchanting illustrations
and record your own spells and discoveries on the pages within this book. Follow
your magic and find out what powers you have waiting to be unlocked! Printed only
on one side of the page. 70+ pages of coloring, framed notes, and enchanting
illustrations. Find your magic with coloring and creativity

The Witch's Herbal Apothecary
Angel messages and astrological datebook for 2021.

The Witches' Almanac: Issue 37, Spring 2018 to 2019
A chilling, truly authoritative anthology of real-life accounts of witches, from
medieval Europe through colonial AmericaFrom a manual for witch hunters written by
King James himself in 1597, to court documents from the Salem witch trials of 1692,
to newspaper coverage of a woman stoned to death on the streets of Philadelphia
while the Continental Congress met, The Penguin Book of Witchesis a treasury of
historical accounts of accused witches that sheds light on the reality behind the
legends. Bringing to life stories like that of Eunice Cole, tried for attacking a teenage
girl with a rock and buried with a stake through her heart; Jane Jacobs, a Bostonian
so often accused of witchcraft that she took her tormentors to court on charges of
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slander; and Increase Mather, an exorcism-performing minister famed for his
knowledge of witches, this volume provides a unique tour through the darkest history
of English and North American witchcraft.

The Witches' Almanac 2021 - 2022 Classic
Gemma Gary explores modern approaches to ancient practices of witches, charmers,
and conjurers of the 18th and 19th centuries. The practices described within this
book are rooted in the traditional witchcraft of multiple British streams, making its
charms and spells adaptable for practitioners in any land. Topics include fairy faith,
the underworld, the Bucca, places of power, magical tools, and more.

Llewellyn's 2011 Witches' Spell-A-Day Almanac
The author of the bestselling "Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft" writes a
handbook for anyone who wishes to communicate with spirits, as well as for the less
adventurous who simply want to satisfy their curiosity about the subject.

The Witches' Almanac 2022-2023 Standard Edition: the Moon:
Transforming the Inner Spirit
Since 1905, Llewellyn's Moon Sign Book has provided detailed times and dates to
help gardeners, farmers, and people from all walks of life achieve success. Use this
essential life-planning tool to choose the best dates for almost anything: asking for a
promotion, fishing, business deals, planting, romance, traveling, breaking a habit,
medical treatments, getting married, selling your home, harvesting, starting a new
job, and more. The moon's dynamic energy is a gardener's best friend--this guide
includes lunar timing tips on planting and harvesting and a guide to companion plants.
In addition to new and full moon forecasts for the year, you'll find insightful articles
on the moon's role in feng shui, restorative yoga for the full moon, guidance for
understanding your natal moon, monthly lore/myths, and more. -Llewellyn's Moon
Sign Book is a perennial bestseller and has been continuously published since 1905
-Includes practical advice on scheduling almost anything related to love and
relationships, business and finances, health care, weather, and gardening--this is a
complete "when-to" astrological almanac -Features detailed weather forecasts by
region from Kris Brandt Riske, comprehensive economic forecasts by Christeen
Skinner, and new and full moon forecasts by Sally Cragin -Includes a week-by-week
lunar gardening guide, monthly chart of favorable and unfavorable days for every
sign, and timely articles about the moon and how to work with it

The Witches' Almanac 2021-2022 Standard
With more than two dozen enlightening and inspiring articles that explore modern
Witchcraft topics and magical techniques, Llewellyn's 2021 Witches' Companion is a
must-have for today's practitioners. This collection presents some of the finest
writers and compelling subjects that will empower your life and improve your
community. Deborah Lipp discusses what the fictional witch communicates to the
modern Wiccan. Raven Digitalis shares fascinating techniques for performing magick
using animal parts. Monica Crosson shows you how to heal by seeking beauty in
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nature and within the self. Astrea Taylor encourages you to take time for spirit each
morning while Melissa Tipton helps you build positive, magical habits.

Mindful Thoughts for Walkers
Fill your upcoming 2021, with 16 months of Witches all year round. This beautiful
calendar contains 16 months and 3 mini 2020, 2021, and 2022 year calendars.

Wild Magic
Make your seasonal celebrations even more magical with Llewellyn's 2020 Sabbats
Almanac. Packed with rituals, rites, recipes, and crafts, this helpful guide offers fun
and fresh ways to celebrate the eight sacred Wiccan holidays and enhance spiritual
life throughout the year. Get a new perspective on honoring the Wheel of the Year
from your favorite Wiccan and Pagan authors. Plan spiritually uplifting celebrations
and sustainable seasonal activities. Perform Sabbat-specific rituals and family
activities. Create tasty treats and crafts as reminders of the season's gifts and
lessons. Also featured are astrological influences to help you plan rituals according to
cosmic energies.

100 Dogs Who Changed Civilization
Enrich your magical practice and expand your mind with Llewellyn's 2021 Magical
Almanac. For more than twenty-five years, this almanac has provided useful spells,
rituals, and ideas that inspire all levels of practitioners to improve their connection to
the elements. This year's edition features dozens of compelling articles, grouped by
element, on mythology and symbolism in art, tantric kundalini magic, home
protection, color magic, vision board magic, shamanic cleansings, weather magic, the
magic of touch, and much more.

Angel Moon Diary 2021
"Written by a practitioner of various Western occult traditions -- the author has a
background in druidism, freemasonry, cabala, Louisiana hoodoo, and is a certified
tarot grandmaster -- this is an authoritative and engaging reference on the occult.
Cross-references lead to relevant entries, and sources for further reading are often
suggested (a bibliography of these sources is included at the end of the volume).
Extensively researched yet concise, this encyclopedia will provide a wide range of
users with information on both occult history and current practice."--"Reference that
rocks," American Libraries, May 2005.
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